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Ly-α peak separation in a polar coronal hole

In the CH the separation is wider and the reversal is deeper than in QS.

This is indication of a higher opacity.

Ly-β now behaves similar to Ly-α!
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Red branch:

- downflow occurs at BOTH loop footpoints
- downflow also shapes the Ly-α profile
- phenomenon seems to occur in all magnetically confined structures
- we assume that this is also valid for unresolved fine structures
- we can explain the net redshift of TR emission

Question: How is the material replenished?
**Blue branch:**

- Continuous upflow in magnetically open coronal funnels
  (Marsch, Tu, Xia, Hassler, Tripathi ... )
Blueshifts associated with open fields

Field lines: brown open, and yellow closed
Correlation: Field topology and plasma outflow (blue in open field)
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Blue branch:

- Continuous upflow in magnetically open coronal funnels (Marsch, Tu, Xia, Hassler, Tripathi, ...)

- Transient phenomena, jets, spicular activity, mini-CMEs (Innes, McIntosh, de Pontieu, Doschek, Chifor, ...
The asymmetries are variable with time and location and are probably related to large-scale motions of the atmosphere.
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Fig. 1a: Observed profiles at the center of the solar disk. (a) Lβ. (b) Lα.
"... ejected material falls down ... and heats the legs ... ... may be related to spicules ... "
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„The orientation of the prominence axis relative to the LOS has an imprint on the reversal depth of Ly-α“
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The coronal convection